ABSTRACT DNA/DNA duplex formation is the basic mechanism that is used in genome tiling arrays and SNP arrays manufactured by Affymetrix. However, detailed knowledge of the physical process is still lacking. In this study, we show a free energy analysis of DNA/DNA duplex formation these arrays based on the positional-dependent nearest-neighbor (PDNN) model, which was developed previously for describing DNA/RNA duplex formation on expression microarrays. Our results showed that the two ends of a probe contribute less to the stability of the duplexes and that there is a microarray surface effect on binding affinities. We also showed that free energy cost of a single mismatch depends on the bases adjacent to the mismatch site and obtained a comprehensive table of the cost of a single mismatch under all possible combination of adjacent bases. The mismatch costs were found to be correlated with those determined in aqueous solution. We further demonstrate that the DNA copy number estimated from the SNP array correlates negatively with the target length; this is presumably caused by inefficient PCR amplification for long fragments. These results provide important insights into the molecular mechanisms of microarray technology and have implications for microarray design and the interpretation of observed data.
INTRODUCTION
DNA microarrays have become a critical enabling technology in biological research (1) (2) (3) . Initially, microarrays were designed only to assay gene expression values. However, recent advances have extended the application of the technology to SNP detection, DNA copy number measurements, alternative splicing analysis, DNA methylation characterization, gene structure discovery and genome resequencing (see reference 4 for review). The mechanisms of detection are different among these methods. However, concern over the quality of microarray data persists because the technology involves a complicated process that is difficult to control or comprehend (4) . For Affymetrix GeneChip Ò arrays (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA), measurements of expression are obtained from DNA/RNA hybridization between the DNA probes and the target RNA, which are single-stranded and internally labeled with biotin molecules. But the new arrays designed for polymorphism detection (5, 6) and gene discovery (7) use DNA/DNA hybridization, and the target DNA molecules are double-stranded and labeled at the 3 0 ends rather than internally.
A number of physical models have been proposed to characterize DNA/RNA hybridization on expression arrays (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) . Studies of these models have shown that the sensitivity and specificity of DNA/RNA hybridization depend on the sequences of the probes. No studies have been conducted for the new arrays using DNA/DNA hybridization. In this report, we investigate the free energy of binding on these new platforms based on the positional-dependent nearestneighbor (PDNN) model (8) . The basic idea of the PDNN model is that the binding free energy of a probe can be expressed as a weighted sum of its stacking energies (15, 16) , where the weights depend on the position along the probe:
where w k is a weight factor that depends on the position of consecutive bases along the oligonucleotide, b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b 25 denote the probe sequence, and e (b k , b k+1 ) represents a stacking energy term.
In this study, we apply this model to SNP arrays and genome tiling arrays. We focus on the quantitative characterization of stacking energy, the positional dependence and the cost of a single nucleotide mismatch. We show that because the probes are covalently attached to the microarray surface, that surface has a drastic impact on the observed microarray data. We further demonstrate that the DNA copy number estimated from the single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) array is negatively correlated with the length of the target.
METHODS
Microarray data source and preprocessing SNP data were obtained from the Affymetrix Web site at http://www.affymetrix.com. The data were generated from the Mapping50K_Xba240 array. This array is designed to interrogate 58960 SNP sites in the human genome. Typically, 40 probes are designed to interrogate a single SNP site. Half of the probe set consists of perfect match (PM) probes, and half consists of mismatch (MM) probes. There are two allele types associated with each SNP site. For each allele type, 10 PM probes are designed to match the sequence around the SNP site on both strands of DNA with the SNP site placed at five different positions near the center of the probe. Genotyping calls were performed using GDAS 3.0, developed by Affymetrix. To apply the PDNN model, we used PM probe signals that resulted from exact matches to the target DNA in homozygous sites according to Affymetrix genotyping calls. MM probe signals are not used in PDNN model fitting because binding on MM probes can potentially involve two mismatches, one for the allele type and the other manually designed at the 13th position on the MM probes. Data presented in this study were obtained from only one sample (sample name: NA06985_X_tH_B5_4000090). Results obtained from other samples were very similar, and hence are not shown.
We downloaded data (http://cgap.nci.nih.gov/Info/2002.1) on the genome tiling arrays from the supplementary materials published by Kapranov et al. (7) on the transcriptional activities in chromosomes 21 and 22. This array is designed to interrogate 362901 contiguous nucleotides of the DiGeorge syndrome minimal critical region (DGCR) on chromosome 22 (17) . To use the PDNN model, it is necessary to compose an equivalence of 'probe sets', as in expression arrays. We assumed that probes sharing significant sequence overlaps would be able to bind the same fragments. We chose every consecutive 11 probes as a 'probe set' and applied the PDNN model to obtain the stacking energies and weight factors through a least-square fit via Monte Carlo simulations as previously described (8) .
RESULTS

Stacking energy and positional weights
We applied the PDNN model to three different types of Affymetrix arrays: (i) the Mapping50k_Xba240 genotyping array designed to detect SNP in the human genome; (ii) the DGCR genome tiling array; and (iii) the HG-U133A expression array. Through optimizing the fit between the observed probe signals and the expected signals using the model, we obtained the nearest-neighbor stacking energies and positional-dependent weights ( Figure 1 ). Note that the first two types of arrays use a DNA/DNA hybridization mechanism but the third type uses a DNA/RNA hybridization mechanism. Figure 1 shows that the overall patterns of the parameters are similar. From the stacking energies (Figure 1a ), we saw that dinucleotide GC has favorable binding free energy but dinucleotide CG has unfavorable binding free energy. From the position-dependent weights (Figure 1b) , we saw that the ends of the probes contribute less to the stability of binding than do the middle of the probes.
As shown in Figure 2 , the model-fitted values agree well with the observed signals. Based on our observations, the occasional misfits tend to happen at exon boundaries (details not shown); this is to be expected because the probes in the probe set could not bind the same transcripts. DNA copy numbers are related to the target lengths DNA copy numbers in a cell are expected to be the same, with the exception of the sex chromosomes and chromosomal aberrations. Therefore, one might expect similar target concentrations to be estimated from SNP arrays after correcting for the binding affinity of a probe. Using the PDNN model, we extracted the DNA copy numbers from homozygous SNP sites. In Figure 3 , the values of the DNA copy numbers are plotted against the target lengths (the length information was obtained from the Affymetrix Web site). There is an apparent negative correlation (r ¼ À0.75), which means that long target fragments are not well represented on the microarray.
Free energy cost of a single mismatch on SNP arrays
We observed that the mismatch discrimination is stronger in DNA/DNA duplexes than in DNA/RNA duplexes. On the 50K_Xba240 arrays, we observed that only 0.5% of a total of 413930 probe pairs had fewer PM signals than MM signals (PM < MM), where PM and MM stand for the probe signals on the perfect match and mismatch probes, respectively. This is in sharp contrast to our observations of the expression arrays, in which 30% of the probe pairs had PM < MM.
To evaluate the free energy cost of a single mismatch in DNA/DNA duplexes on 50K-Xba240 arrays, we collected PM probe signals associated with homozygous calls. For an SNP site with an SNP call of AA, we expect the PM probes designed to interrogate the A type to have exact matches and the PM probes designed to interrogate the B type to have single mismatches. For such a pair of PM A and PM B probes, we define the free energy cost of a single mismatch to be
where c and c 0 are cross hybridization signals on the PM A and PM B probes, respectively; T is the temperature of the hybridization experiment; and k B is the Boltzmann constant. The cross hybridization signals can be ignored when the PM A and PM B signals are strong. We observed that the value of ln(PM A / PM B ) is largely independent of the magnitude of the probe signals, indicating that the effect of cross hybridization is small for most probes. Therefore, we simply used the approximation:
ignoring the effects of cross hybridization and expressing DG in k B T units. We stratified the types of single mismatches according to the following four types of nucleotides: the nucleotide at the mismatch point on the PM A probe; its immediate left and right neighboring nucleotides; and the mismatched nucleotide of the target bound on the PM B probe. Such stratification produced 192 categories. We computed the average values of DG in the 192 categories (see Supplementary Table S1 , in the Supplementary information). The overall average of DG was found to be $1.34. The most costly mismatch is found in DG (TGT p /ACA t ) À DG (TAT p / ACA t ) ¼ 1.78 ± 0.01 k B T, where the subscripts p and t denote probe and target, respectively. The least costly mismatch is found in DG (ATC p /GAT t ) À DG (AGC p /GAT t ) ¼ 0.81 ± 0.02 k B T.
We compared the values shown in Supplementary Table S1 with those obtained from studies conducted in aqueous solution, and observed that the two data sets are moderately correlated (R 2 ¼ 0.35, Figure 4 ). We found that the outliers were involved in the disruption of GGG/CCC binding. When they are excluded, R 2 ¼ 0.46. It has been suggested that poly G-stacks incur multiplex binding (10); our observation, which may explain these outliers.
The effect of the microarray surface on binding
Because the target samples are double-stranded DNA fragments on SNP arrays and genome tiling arrays, one might However, data observed from the arrays sharply contradict these expectations. We reason that the discrepancy may be caused by interactions between the DNA/DNA duplexes and the surface of the microarray. For DNA hybridization in aqueous solution, the roles of probes and targets are reciprocally symmetrical so that probes and targets are interchangeable. This symmetry is broken for hybridization on the microarrays because the probes are covalently bounded to the surface while the targets can roam free in solution. Since the targets and the microarray surface are likely charged, there is a repulsion force between them. The strength of the repulsion depends on the sequence of the targets. Consequently, the costs of free energy to bring different single-stranded targets to the microarray surface are different. For a pair of probes with complementary sequences, because their corresponding targets are chemically different, they can have different binding affinities due to interaction with the microarray surface. We can see this effect in the stacking energies in Figure 1a ; for example, dinucleotides CA and TG have different stacking energies.
To model the effects of the microarray surface, we collected pairs of probe signals (PM and cPM) with complementary sequences on 50K_Xba240 arrays. We discarded probes involved in heterozygous calls or no calls and kept only the PM probes so that the binding of the targets would involve no mismatches. Based on the composition of the nucleotides in the PM probes, we stratified the probe pairs and computed the average value of Y ¼ ln(PM/cPM) in each category (categories with less than 10 pairs were discarded). Here, PM and cPM stand for a pair of probe signals. The sequences of PMs and cPMs are complementary to each other. We then used a linear regression model to find the dependence of Y ¼ ln(PM/ cPM) on the composition of the nucleotides of the PM probe. The regression results were as follows:
where N T , N A and N G represent the number of Ts, As and Gs in the PM probe, respectively. As shown in Figure 5 , the observed Y and the model-fitted Ŷ are well correlated. (R 2 ¼ 0.67, N ¼ 875). Again, we found that the outliers may be associated with probes having poly G-stacks. When the probes with GGG or CCC in their sequences were discarded, the R 2 value changed to 0.73.
DISCUSSION
We have presented a quantitative analysis of the DNA/DNA duplex formation on short oligonucleotide microarrays. We showed the sequence dependence of the probe binding affinities using the PDNN model. We did not address the effects of secondary structures, which have been shown to affect microarray measurements (18) . In terms of stacking energy and positional dependence, we found that DNA/DNA duplex formation is very similar to DNA/RNA duplex formation ( Figure 1 ). However, in terms of the free energy cost of mismatches, we found that DNA/DNA duplexes are less tolerant, as probe pairs with MM < PM occurred much less frequently in the SNP arrays compared with their occurrence in the gene expression arrays. We also examined how neighboring bases affect a single mismatch on SNP arrays (Supplementary Table S1 ). The values in Supplementary Table S1 are correlated to values determined in aqueous solution, but the magnitude of the values is much smaller for the microarrays. SNP arrays also have been used to detect aberrations in DNA copy number (19, 20) . However, estimates of DNA copy number appear to be very noisy, and a better understanding of the observed signals is needed. We found that the probe signals depend on the binding affinity as well as the length of the target. In processing SNP array samples (6) , restriction enzyme Xba is used to excise chromosomes, and the resulting fragments are ligated to a common primer for PCR amplification. The efficiency of PCR amplification is not the same for all nucleotide fragments, and long fragments tend to be poorly amplified, which explains why there is a negative correlation between the DNA copy number and the target length.
Another important finding of this study is that there must be a strong surface effect in short oligonucleotide microarray hybridization. This is consistent with findings in other studies that used experiments (21) and theoretical calculations (22) to demonstrate such surface effects. Our conclusion is based on the contrast in signals found between probes with complementary sequences. Another potential cause of the signal contrast is the biotin-labeling of DNA fragments. However, because the arrays we analyzed have the biotin molecules attached to the target DNA fragments at the 3 0 ends and the target fragments are typically longer than 100 bases, the biotin molecule is far away from the binding sites. Thus, it is unlikely that the biotin molecules interfere with binding. Note that for gene expression arrays using DNA fragments that are internally labeled with biotin, it is difficult to determine whether it is the biotin molecule or the microarray surface that interferes with the binding.
Taken together, our results provide important insights into the molecular mechanisms of microarray technologies. Such insights can help facilitate future advancements of this important technology. For example, our findings may underscore the value of using biochemical means (i.e. ionic strength or pH) to reduce the surface effects on microarrays to enhance the sensitivity of the measurements. Such insights also have implications for the interpretation of data obtained from microarray technologies. For instance, because long target fragments (>1000 bp) are poorly represented in SNP arrays, the DNA copy numbers estimated from the corresponding probes are less reliable. Thus, down-weighting the corresponding probes in the DNA copy number estimates may improve the analysis of the observed data.
